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Adaptive radiation is facilitated by a rugged adaptive landscape, where fitness peaks correspond to trait

values that enhance the use of distinct resources. Different species are thought to occupy the different

peaks, with hybrids falling into low-fitness valleys between them. We hypothesize that human activities can

smooth adaptive landscapes, increase hybrid fitness and hamper evolutionary diversification. We

investigated this possibility by analysing beak size data for 1755 Geospiza fortis measured between 1964

and 2005 on the island of Santa Cruz, Galápagos. Some populations of this species can display a resource-

based bimodality in beak size, which mirrors the greater beak size differences among species. We first show

that an historically bimodal population at one site, Academy Bay, has lost this property in concert with a

marked increase in local human population density. We next show that a nearby site with lower human

impacts, El Garrapatero, currently manifests strong bimodality. This comparison suggests that bimodality

can persist when human densities are low (Academy Bay in the past, El Garrapatero in the present), but

not when they are high (Academy Bay in the present). Human activities may negatively impact

diversification in ‘young’ adaptive radiations, perhaps by altering adaptive landscapes.

Keywords: adaptive radiation; adaptive divergence; speciation; reproductive isolation; rapid evolution;

contemporary evolution
1. INTRODUCTION

Human activities are known to influence the evolution of

natural populations (Hendry & Kinnison 1999; Hendry

et al. 2000; Bradshaw & Holzapfel 2001; Koskinen et al.

2002; Coltman et al. 2003; Levinton et al. 2003; Stockwell

et al. 2003; Olsen et al. 2004), but it remains uncertain as to

how such activities might impact evolutionary diversifica-

tion itself. One obvious impact is that humans can cause

some species to go extinct. A less obvious possibility is that

humans might cause species early in the process of

divergence to instead fuse back together (Seehausen et al.

1997; Streelman et al. 2004; Gow et al. 2006). This

particular impact should be most prevalent for ‘young’

adaptive radiations where interbreeding is still possible.

One such radiation is represented by Darwin’s finches of

the Galápagos Islands, Ecuador. Here, a single ancestral

species has evolved over a few million years into 14 recog-

nized species that have beak sizes and shapes specialized
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for using different food resources (Lack 1947; Bowman

1961; Abbott et al. 1977; Schluter & Grant 1984; Grant

1986; Schluter 2000). Of particular relevance to our study,

the small ground finch (Geospiza fuliginosa) has a small beak

and preferentially consumes small/soft seeds, the large

ground finch (Geospiza magnirostris) has a large beak and

preferentially consumes large/hard seeds and the medium

ground finch (Geospiza fortis) has an intermediate-sized

beak and preferentially consumes intermediate-sized

seeds. All of the ground finch species lack intrinsic genetic

incompatibilities (Grant 1986; Grant & Grant 1996; Grant

et al. 2004, 2005), and so may be susceptible to human

impacts that promote species fusion.

The earliest stages of adaptive radiation in Darwin’s

finches are accessible for research because the same traits

(beak size and shape) that vary among species can also vary

dramatically within them (Lack 1947; Bowman 1961;

Grant et al. 1976; Abbott et al. 1977; Grant 1986; Grant &

Grant 1989). This intra-specific variation has a strong

additive genetic basis (Keller et al. 2001) and important

fitness consequences. In G. fortis populations, for example,

individuals with larger beaks can bite harder (Herrel et al.

2005) and are known to eat harder seeds in the wild (Grant

1986; Price 1987). As would be expected for a heritable

trait with fitness consequences, G. fortis beak size evolves
q 2006 The Royal Society
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Figure 1. Beak size variation in Academy Bay G. fortis. Both birds are mature males caught at the same time in the same mist net.
Photograph by Andrew P. Hendry.
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Figure 2. A map of Santa Cruz Island, Galápagos, showing
paved roads (solid lines), gravel roads and major trails
(broken lines), major towns (Puerto Ayora and Bellavista)
and sites where G. fortis were sampled (Academy Bay, El
Garrapatero and Borrero Bay).
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owing to natural selection imposed by changes in food

resources. In particular, average beak size increases

(decreases) when small/soft seeds become less (more)

abundant (Grant & Grant 1995, 2002). Given that beak

size is the primary axis of adaptive radiation in ground

finches (Lack 1947; Bowman 1961; Abbott et al. 1977;

Schluter & Grant 1984; Grant 1986; Schluter 2000),

human activities that influence selection on beak size might

impact diversification. An excellent place to test for such

impacts is Academy Bay on Santa Cruz Island, where the

G. fortis population is highly variable in beak size and comes

in contact with a rapidly growing human population.

The unusually high beak size variability in Academy

Bay G. fortis (figure 1) has been recognized since at least

the 1940s (Lack 1947; Bowman 1961; Grant et al. 1976;

Grant & Grant 1989). This variation was historically

manifest as two different modes (peaks) in the frequency

distribution of beak size, with both modes falling between

the larger-beaked G. magnirostris and the smaller-beaked

G. fuliginosa. This within-site, within-species bimodality

was persistently evident in samples from the 1940s (Lack

1947), the 1950s (Bowman 1961), and the 1960s (Snow

1966; Ford et al. 1973). Although some G. fortis with

intermediate beak sizes were always present, the two

modes remained distinguishable, suggesting an early step

en route to speciation. Ford et al. (1973) suggested that the

modes had formed owing to disruptive selection in

sympatry, with another possibility being divergence in

allopatry followed by secondary contact. The bimodality

could also have been influenced by interbreeding between

G. fortis residents and immigrants (from the same or

different islands) and by hybridization with other ground

finch species. In any case, the bimodality in Academy Bay

G. fortis was a remarkable intra-specific mirror of the

greater beak size differences among species. As such, these

two scales of diversity were probably influenced by the

same evolutionary processes: i.e. disruptive and direc-

tional selection owing to the abundance of seeds differing

in size and hardness.

If humans influence evolutionary diversification in

Darwin’s finches, such impacts are most likely at Academy

Bay—because it is here that human population density has

increased most dramatically. Census data show that the

population of Puerto Ayora in Academy Bay was 900 in

1974, 2404 in 1982, 4294 in 1990 and 9582 in 2001 (www.

inec.gov.ec). Census data specific to Puerto Ayora are not

available prior to 1974, but the human population of the

Galápagos as a whole jumped from 2391 in 1962 to 4037 in
Proc. R. Soc. B (2006)
1974 (www.inec.gov.ec). Increases in the numbers of

tourists have been even greater; from 4500 in 1970

(organized tours began in 1967) to 41 000 in 1991

(www.darwinfoundation.org). We tested whether these

increases were coincident with changes in the distinctiveness

of beak size modes in Academy Bay G. fortis. Our analyses

were based on beak size measurements from 1964 to 2004 at

the Charles Darwin Research Station, located immediately

adjacent to the town of Puerto Ayora (figure 2).

Academy Bay is the only place where a bimodal

Darwin’s finch population is known to have come into

contact with an increasing human population. Our

inferences regarding human impacts are therefore

restricted to this unreplicated circumstance, followed by

speculation as to possible impacts on other aspects of the

Darwin’s finch radiation. As a spatial control for human

impacts, we analysed bimodality in G. fortis beak size at

two sites on the same island but still remote from human

settlements (figure 2): Borrero Bay (1973–2004) and El

Garrapatero (2003–2005). Direct human impacts are

negligible at these two sites, but potential indirect impacts

are certainly present, such as grazing by introduced goats

and donkeys.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Mist nets and baited traps were used to capture the birds.

With few exceptions (see below), each bird was measured for
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beak length (anterior edge of nostril to tip of upper

mandible), beak depth (at the nares) and beak width (base

of lower mandible). Most birds were then banded, which

minimized remeasurement of the same individuals within

years. After measurement, all birds were released at the site of

capture. Within each time- and site-specific ‘sample’, G. fortis

could be reliably distinguished from related species based on

morphological discontinuities and concordance with previous

work (Ford et al. 1973; Abbott et al. 1977; Grant 1986). At

Academy Bay in 2004, for example, discriminant functions

based on beak dimensions upheld our original species

designations for 40 out of 41 G. fuliginosa, 169 out of 173

G. fortis and 11 out of 11 G. magnirostris.

Data for Academy Bay were collected by David Snow

(February 1963–May 1964, NZ110; beak length measured

differently), Hugh Ford and colleagues (August–September

1968, NZ327; beak width not measured), Ian Abbott

(February–March 1973, NZ35; beak depth not measured),

Peter Grant (November–December 1973, NZ58), Peter

Boag ( January–February 1988, NZ53) and Jeffrey Podos,

Andrew Hendry and colleagues ( January–March

1999–2002, NZ119; February–March 2003, NZ125;

January–March 2004, NZ173). Data for Borrero Bay were

collected by Ian Abbott and Peter Grant (April–May 1973,

NZ122; culmen depth rather than beak depth), Peter Grant

(December 1973, NZ72; July 1975, NZ84) and Andrew

Hendry and colleagues (March 2004, NZ128). Data for El

Garrapatero were collected by Jeffrey Podos, Andrew Hendry

and colleagues (February–March 2003, NZ55; January–

March 2004, NZ114; January–April 2005, NZ180).

Different investigators occasionally measured beak dimen-

sions in different ways, as noted above. We therefore avoided

direct beak size comparisons among samples collected by

different investigators. Our main inferences were instead

based on the degree of bimodality within each sample. For

each beak size dimension in each sample, we first calculated

coefficients of variation, which should be robust to differences

in mean values. We then used principal components analysis

to combine all beak dimensions into a single composite

measure of ‘beak size’ (PC1) for each bird within a given

sample. Because beak width was not measured in 1968, a

critical sample for our inferences, we also recalculated PC1

for each bird after excluding beak width measurements from

each sample.

We used three complementary methods to infer bimod-

ality. First, we examined frequency histograms of PC1 for

samples of more than 100 birds. Second, we plotted observed

cumulative proportions for PC1 against cumulative pro-

portions expected under normality. These plots take the form

of a straight line for a single normal distribution but have a

characteristically curved shape for a bimodal distribution

(see §3). Third, we tested statistically whether each sample

was better represented by a single normal distribution or

by a mixture of two normal distributions. To do this, we

fitted a two-component normal mixture model, having

data y1; y2;.; yn, with f ð yiÞZp!f1ð yiÞC ð1KpÞ!f2ð yiÞ for

iZ1; 2;.; n; where f1 and f2 are two normal density functions

having means m1 and m2 and a common variance s2, and

p represents the probability that observation yi lies in

component 1 (described by f1). Mixtures were fitted to the

data via discretization of parameters and an efficient

summation method (Brewer 2003). This approach enabled

direct calculation of Bayesian estimates of the means,

variance and proportions ( p) for each normal distribution,
Proc. R. Soc. B (2006)
which amounts to a form of numerical integration of the

posterior densities (Brewer 2003).

For each sample, we next compared the fit of a single

normal distribution to that of a mixture of two normal

distributions based on Akaike’s Information Criterion

corrected for sample size (AICc; Burnham & Anderson

2002). For each sample, we calculated DAIC as AICc for the

single normal distribution minus AICc for the fitted mixture

of two normal distributions. Our interpretation of these DAIC

values was similar to established guidelines (Burnham &

Anderson 2002). Specifically, we interpreted DAIC!K8 as

strong support for a single normal distribution,

K8%DAIC!K5 as moderate support for a single normal

distribution, K5%DAIC%5 as roughly equivalent support

for a single normal distribution or a mixture of two normal

distributions, 5!DAIC%8 as moderate support for a mixture

of two normal distributions, and DAICO8 as strong support

for a mixture of two normal distributions. We also calculated

AICw (Burnham & Anderson 2002) for each sample, here

representing the likelihood that a mixture of two normal

distributions fits the data better than a single normal

distribution.

Inferring bimodality in finite samples is a notoriously

difficult statistical endeavour (Brewer 2003). One problem is

that overlap between the tails of two distributions can fill the

gap between them, making the two modes difficult to

distinguish. Another problem is that a distribution with

fewer individuals can be obscured by the tail of a distribution

with more individuals. Both of these properties characterized

our finch data to the extent that frequency histograms were

limited in their ability to discriminate between unimodal and

bimodal distributions. Fortunately, the normal probability

plots and Bayesian mixture models proved very effective at

doing so (simulation results not shown). We therefore use

frequency histograms as visual representations when sample

sizes are large, but specifically base our primary inferences on

the probability plots and mixture models.
3. RESULTS
Beak sizes in Academy Bay G. fortis were strongly bimodal

in the 1960s, a result that was not dependent on sex or age

(figure 3; see also Ford et al. 1973). Strong bimodality in

these samples was evident as obvious discontinuities in

frequency histograms (figure 3), strong deviations from

normality in probability plots (figure 4) and substantially

better fits for mixtures of two normal distributions than for

single normal distributions (DAICZ14.1K58.2). After

the 1960s, Academy Bay G. fortis have not evinced strong

bimodality, a result evident in weak or absent disconti-

nuities in frequency histograms (figure 3), weak to

moderate deviations from normality in probability plots

(figure 4), and roughly equivalent fits for mixtures of two

normal distributions and single normal distributions

(DAICZ1.2K7.8). The loss of strong bimodality was

not accompanied by changes in coefficients of variation for

beak dimensions (electronic supplementary material A),

suggesting an increase in the relative abundance of

intermediate-sized birds rather than a loss of the large-

or small-beaked birds (see also figure 5). Interestingly, the

loss of strong bimodality was abrupt, occurring between

1968 and 1973. Only minor changes took place later, with

one being a slight tendency toward bimodality in the 2003

and 2004 samples. This apparent change may be illusory
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Figure 3. Beak size variation in samples of more than 100 G. fortis. Shown are frequency histograms of PC1 (larger values
correspond to larger beaks), with the black portions of bars representing mature males and the grey portions representing all
other birds. Panels are labelled according to sampling site (Academy Bay, AB; El Garrapatero, EG; Borrero Bay, BB) and year.
The 1973 Borrero Bay histogram is not shown here because of limited space, but is provided in electronic supplementary
material D. Arrows show discontinuities between the small beak and large beak modes in the samples statistically confirmed to
have strong bimodality (see figure 4). x-axes are not comparable across panels because PC1 was calculated within each sample.
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because the slight bimodality in these samples falls far

short of the strong bimodality at Academy Bay in the

1960s or El Garrapatero in the present. All of these

interpretations continue to hold, and the 2003 and 2004

samples are no longer bimodal, in analyses that excluded

beak width (electronic supplementary material B).

Beak sizes in El Garrapatero G. fortis were strongly

bimodal in all samples (2003–2005), a result that was

again independent of sex or age (figure 5). Strong

bimodality in these samples was evident as obvious

discontinuities in frequency histograms (figure 3), strong

deviations from normality in probability plots (figure 4)

and substantially better fits for mixtures of two normal

distributions than for single normal distributions (DAICZ
9.2K54.5). In all respects, the distribution of G. fortis beak

sizes at this site was remarkably similar to that at Academy

Bay in the 1960s (figure 3; electronic supplementary
Proc. R. Soc. B (2006)
material A). All of these interpretations continue to hold,

although bimodality appears weaker in the small sample

from 2003, in analyses that excluded beak width

(electronic supplementary material B).

Beak sizes in Borrero Bay G. fortis showed a tendency

toward unimodality in the 1970s, a result evident in the

lack of discontinuities in frequency histograms, weak

departures from normality in probability plots (figure 4)

and slightly to moderately better fits for single normal

distributions than for mixtures of two normal distributions

(DAICZK3.1K7.8). At the same site in 2004, beak sizes

tended toward bimodality (figures 3 and 4; DAICZ8.0). It

is important to recognize, however, that this slight

bimodality in the recent Borrero Bay sample is very

different from the strong bimodality at Academy Bay in the

1960s and El Garrapatero in the present. The reason is

that large-beaked G. fortis are rare at Borrero Bay, even in
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the recent samples (figure 5). This observation fits with

the lower coefficients of variation for beak dimensions at

Borrero Bay than at the other sites (electronic supplemen-

tary material A). All of these interpretations continue to

hold, and are strengthened, in analyses that excluded beak

width (electronic supplementary material B).
4. DISCUSSION
When human population densities were low prior to the

1970s, the Academy Bay population of G. fortis was

strongly bimodal in beak size (figures 3 and 4; Ford et al.

1973). As human population densities then increased

rapidly, strong bimodality was lost and has remained
Proc. R. Soc. B (2006)
absent ever since. The change occurred abruptly

between the 1968 and 1973 samples, suggesting that

the conditions for adaptive radiation may be sensitive to

particular thresholds. The observed loss of strong

bimodality could reflect (i) a decrease in the relative

abundance of large-beaked birds (which were initially

less common); (ii) convergence in average beak size of

the two modes; or (iii) an increase in the relative

abundance of intermediate birds. We suggest that the

last of these alternatives is most likely, given the

temporal stability in coefficients of variation for beak

size (electronic supplementary material A), and a filling

of the former gap between large and small beak size

modes (figure 5).
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If we are correct in identifying intense human

activities as the root cause of these changes at Academy

Bay, beak size bimodality should persist at sites that

have suitable resource distributions but are less

impacted by humans. This appears to be the case at

El Garrapatero, which is removed from human

settlements (figure 2). Large samples collected by the

same investigators at the same time clearly show that

G. fortis bimodality is now much stronger at El

Garrapatero than at Academy Bay (figures 3–5).

Indeed, the degree of bimodality in recent El Garrapa-

tero samples is matched only by historical Academy

Bay samples. Historical samples are not available for El

Garrapatero and so it remains possible that bimodality

was different there in the past. Regardless, this spatial

comparison of contemporary samples shows that

bimodality is maintained when human impacts are

low but not when they are high.
Proc. R. Soc. B (2006)
(a) Adaptive landscapes

Common forces probably drive the evolution of beak size

modes in G. fortis and of greater beak size differences

among ground finch species. One of these forces may be

positive assortative mating. Another may be disruptive

selection on rugged adaptive landscapes—the hypothesis

we now advance further. Previous work has shown that

Darwin’s finch species have beak sizes and shapes that

generally match distinct fitness peaks (Schluter & Grant

1984), with hybrids falling into low-fitness valleys between

these peaks (Grant & Grant 1996). If the G. fortis beak size

modes are similarly the result of disruptive selection on an

adaptive landscape, bimodality should be absent at sites

that lack appropriate resource distributions. At Borrero

Bay, for example, the relative scarcity of medium and large

seeds (Abbott et al. 1977) probably selects against birds

with large beaks. Accordingly, large-beaked G. fortis were

rare at this site both in the past and still are in the present

(figure 5; electronic supplementary material A). The even

larger-beaked G. magnirostris are also rare at Borrero Bay.

Extending this framework, we suggest that the formerly

strong bimodality in Academy Bay G. fortis may have been

lost owing to human activities that alter resource

distributions and convert rugged adaptive landscapes

into smooth ones. For example, humans might increase

the relative abundance of intermediate-sized seeds by

altering habitat, introducing non-native plants, and

providing food for native and wild animals. Indeed,

perturbations of this nature are prevalent in the Galápagos

(Schofield 1989; Mauchamp 1997) and are particularly

obvious at Academy Bay. As one striking example, we are

aware of at least two, long-established finch ‘feeders’

within 500 m of our study site. We did not specifically

collect birds that were using these feeders, but we did

perform several qualitative observations. For about an

hour each morning, approximately 100 ground finches

were using each feeder at any given time. The rice at these

feeders can be readily cracked by birds having a wide range

of beak sizes, albeit with different efficiencies (Grant et al.

1976). We mention this active feeding of finches as just one

example of how humans can materially change finch diets

and presumably the adaptive landscape for beak size. We

cannot, however, identify the specific changes that caused

the loss of strong bimodality because food availability and

diets were not quantified prior to the mid-1970s (Abbott

et al. 1977). Our hypothesis regarding adaptive landscapes

is therefore offered only as a plausible hypothesis.

If humans negatively impact intra-specific diversifica-

tion, might such impacts also extend to inter-specific

levels? Species integrity in a young adaptive radiation is

usually attributed to some combination of low hybridiz-

ation rates (formation of hybrids) and low hybrid fitness

(survival and reproductive success; Schluter 2000). For

ground finches, natural hybridization does occur and

intrinsic genetic incompatibilities are lacking (Grant 1986;

Grant & Grant 1996; Grant et al. 2004, 2005). Species

integrity in this radiation thus depends at least in part on

natural selection against hybrids that fall between

ecological niches (Grant & Grant 1996). Factors that

smooth adaptive landscapes should increase the relative

fitness of hybrids and thereby increase the chance of

species fusion. As a striking example, the formation and

survival of hybrid Geospiza on the small island of Daphne

Major increased when a prolonged El Niño event changed
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food resources (Grant & Grant 1996). Increased hybrid

survival then contributed to the morphological and

genetic convergence of the two species (Grant & Grant

2002; Grant et al. 2004, 2005). We suggest that similar

effects could attend human activities, at least in principle.

If humans also influence hybridization rates in Darwin’s

finches, as they do in other taxa (Seehausen et al. 1997;

Streelman et al. 2004), the impacts on diversification

could be even more pronounced.

On the flip side, humans can sometimes facilitate

adaptive radiation by introducing resources that form

new peaks on adaptive landscapes, as long as this does

not substantially reduce the distinctiveness of old peaks.

A particularly well-known example is the tendency of

some native phytophagous insects to form locally adapted

and reproductively isolated host races on newly intro-

duced plants (e.g. Bush 1969; Carroll et al. 1997).

Whether negatively or positively, changes to adaptive

landscapes may be a particularly potent way that humans

can influence adaptive radiation.

(b) Alternatives

We have advanced the hypothesis that humans can

negatively impact evolutionary diversification by smooth-

ing formerly rugged adaptive landscapes. Alternative

scenarios for Academy Bay G. fortis are that humans are

not the causal force, or that their specific effects are not

mediated through adaptive landscapes. In the first case,

the most obvious alternative candidate is climate, because

droughts and El Niños are known to influence the

evolution of beak size, as well as the survival of

intermediate forms (Grant 1986; Grant & Grant 1995,

1996, 2002). Although climate effects are certainly

possible for Academy Bay, rainfall data show no strong

El Niños or prolonged droughts between 1968 and 1973,

the period during which strong bimodality was lost

(electronic supplementary material C). More critically,

climate is a regional effect and should influence both

Academy Bay and El Garrapatero, which are only about

10 km apart and at similar elevations (figure 2). How then

could climate change cause the lost of strong bimodality at

Academy Bay but not at El Garrapatero? The simplest

plausible explanation for the difference between these two

sites is the local effect of human population density.

Even if humans are the cause of changes in bimodality,

the specific impacts could have little to do with adaptive

landscapes. As noted above, humans might alter hybrid-

ization rates rather than hybrid survival. We cannot rule

out this possibility, but it is not clear how increases in

human population density would reduce the strength of

assortative mating, which is strongly based on song

variation (Grant 1986). A more plausible alternative is

that humans alter the movement patterns of finches—

perhaps intermediate birds from elsewhere are now more

likely to use Academy Bay for foraging. This is an

intriguing scenario, although it is not clear where these

intermediate birds would be coming from, or whether they

would be differentially attracted to human-dominated

sites. One possibility is that humans provide an inter-

mediate resource that attracts birds with intermediate-

sized beaks. Information on the movement patterns of

Darwin’s finches on Santa Cruz Island, currently unavail-

able, would help distinguish among these alternatives. In

summary, although we favour an hypothesis based on
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adaptive landscapes, we cannot unequivocally exclude

several other potential human impacts.
(c) Synopsis

The evolutionary forces promoting bimodality within

species probably mirror those driving adaptive radiation

into multiple species. As such, bimodal populations afford

exceptional opportunities to study diversification in action

(Smith 1993; Smith & Skúlason 1996; Schluter 2000).

For one such population, G. fortis at Academy Bay, human

impacts appear to have reduced bimodality, thereby

reversing the process of diversification. We have argued

that the specific human impacts driving this change are

plausibly related to altered food distributions. To gener-

alize, we suggest that human activities can convert a

rugged adaptive landscape, characterized by alternative

resource peaks, into a smooth landscape where intermedi-

ate forms have increased relative fitness. Such impacts

would be most likely in young adaptive radiations, where

ecological niches overlap and reproductive isolation is

incomplete. Examples of such radiations include African

cichlids, three-spine sticklebacks and crossbills

(McKinnon & Rundle 2002; Benkman 2003; Streelman

et al. 2004; Gow et al. 2006). Although the most

immediate goal of biological conservation should be to

preserve species at self-sustaining population sizes, a long-

term goal should be to preserve their ability to diversify.

Only then can we reverse declines in biological diversity.

Fieldwork was coordinated through the Charles Darwin
Research Station and the Galápagos National Park Service.
Data collection for 1999–2005 was assisted by S. Huber,
M. Rossi-Santos, D. Ruiz, A. Herrel, A. Gabela, M. Hendry,
P. Kelley, L. Deleon and D. Delaney. Financial support for
fieldwork in 1999 through 2005 was provided by the National
Science Foundation ( JP), with additional funding from the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
Canada (APH). Mark Brewer was supported by the Scottish
Executive Environment and Rural Affairs Department
(MJB). The collection of data new to this study
(1999–2005) was done in concordance with Animal Use
Protocols approved by the University of Massachusetts
Amherst.
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